
HIGH SCHOOL

Unit: Papier Mache
Overview: Students will learn how to make 
a papier mache mask, which will portray 
a particular expression of emotion or non 
manual signal used in ASL. 

Element of Art: Shape, texture, color, 
form 

Source: See masks from David Call’s 
lesson 
 
Vocabulary (ASL/English):
Mask-making
Expressions
Resistance
Affirmation 

Materials: Paints, brushes, papers, 
polymer clay (sculpey), Styrofoam head 
(teacher should cut off/saw off the back 
of the Styrofoam head  in advance so the 
head will lay flat on the table and not roll), 
plastic food wrap /saran wrap, old news-
paper, wheat paste
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Procedure: 
Day 1:
1. Introduce David Call and his work and ex-

plain mask-making traditions from various 
cultures of the world 

2. Discuss elements and principles of art asso-
ciated with David Call’s students’ masks

3. Show examples of masks and discuss differ-
ent facial expressions and the ASL signs that 
are associated with the expression

4. Hand out paper with an oval face for sketch-
ing a facial expression and L mirrors/or ip-
hones on selfie setting.

5. Students experiment making facial expres-
sions and then choose one to draw on the 
handout

6. Explain that exaggerating features is encour-
aged and show examples. 
 
Day 2: 

7. Using their handout as a guide, construct a 
mask exhibiting their facial expression

8. Wrap the foam head with saran wrap (explain 
that it will make it easier to remove face mold 
later)

9. The teacher will do a demo, using sculpey to 
create an exaggerated expression mask over 
the saran wrap on the foam head 

10. Students will work at their stations on their 
sculpey mask face  
 
Day 3: 

11. Prior to class, the teacher mixes papier 
mache and sets up classroom. 

12. The teacher explains what papier mache is 
and how to use it 
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De’VIA Elements: 
De af and Deaf-Blind people’s Expressions of 
resistance, affirmation, and liberation View 
Images/motifs/symbols of the Deaf & Deaf-
Blind 
experience
Art, Artivism, Authentic Aesthetics of the Deaf 
& Deaf-Blind experience

NAEA – The National Visual Arts Standards:

• Standard #1 Understanding and applying 
media, techniques, and processes 

• Standard #2 Using knowledge of structures 
and functions 

• Standard #3 Choosing and evaluating a 
range of subject matter, symbols, and ideas 

• Standard #4 Understanding the visual arts in 
relation to history and cultures 

• Standard #5 Reflecting upon and assessing 
the characteristics and merits of their work 
and the work of others
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13. Students put on the saran wrapped head four 
layers of ripped newspaper.  Small pieces of 
newspaper are soaked in wheat paste mix put 
on the head, drying each layer before adding 
more. [Each layer should be smoothed down 
and newspaper pieces should not bunch up or 
flap loosely]. 
Note: If a student needs to stop before the 
four layers are done, post it notes can be 
used to remember how many layers have 
been done

14. Let papier mache dry for two days 
 
Day 4:

15. Discuss colors to be used to pain the mask 
and show examples of other masks.

16. Examine the effects of complimentary colors 
vs contrasting colors.

17. Discuss aesthetics and emotions that are con-
veyed via colors.

18. Meet students quickly one-on-one to discuss 
their color choices.

19. Cut back of plastic wrap off the Styrofoam 
head and remove the mask.

20. Take sculpey clay out from behind the mask.
21. Dry the inside of the mask with hot gun if 

needs more drying.
22. Put duct tape on both sides of the mask near 

where ears would be and paint over (Later, a 
hole will be poked through on both sides to 
thread string for wearing the mask – the duct 
tape will strengthen this area of the mask)

23. Paint the inside of the mask to make it stron-
ger and to test the chosen colors.

24. Trim the edge of the mask to make it smooth 
and even-shaped around the face.

25. Have students paint their masks (drying as 
they go along changing colors to avoid the 
mixing with colors).

26.  Add the string through the holes in the sides 
of the mask  so the mask can be worn.

Day 5:
1.Explain what an artist’s statement is and show 
some examples
2.Have students write up an artist’s statement for 
their masks 
3.Each artist’s statement will be hung next the 
student’s artwork in a hallway
4.Other students can guess which emotion and/
or ASL sign is being represented by each mask
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Differentiation strategies:
1. Assist students in molding the clay on a  

Styrofoam head
2. Assist students in adding papier mache on the 

clay 
3. Students can draw an ASL facial expression 

mask with exaggerated features on foam/
construction paper.  They can then cut out 
the foam/construction paper and add a string, 
allowing them to wear it as a mask. 

Essential Questions/Reflections:
• What facial expression did you choose? 

Why?
• Wear your mask and sign a few sentences 

that would match the ASL expression on your 
mask and see if your classmate can under-
stand you 

• Now that you have reflected on your mask, 
would you make any changes in your work?

 
Informal Assessment:
see rubrics under Curriculum Resources
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Learning Objectives: 
At the completion of the unit, the students 
will be able to

1.  Show an understanding of the impor-
tance of facial expressions and non-manu-
al signals in ASL.
2.  demonstrate the process of working 
with papier mache materials.
3.  create a papier mache mask using an 
ASL facial expression/nms.
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